F

A scientific action thriller
that tackles an alarming
global health issue

SF
P

Resistants

T

(Résistants)

WF

Thierry Crouzet

YA
MG
NF

• A text scientifically approved by
dozens of international researchers,
published at a time when the World
Health Organization has called
antibiotic resistance a global crisis
• A riveting thriller that both
entertains and raises awareness
of a global problem
• A book that will appeal to all
medical-related professions
across the world, including
pharmaceutical laboratories

Katelyn, a medical student, is working a summer job on
a billionaire’s yacht when a deadly epidemic wipes out all
the passengers. The killer bacteria, nicknamed adversus,
is resistant to all known treatments.
Katelyn is somehow immune and is the sole survivor.
She’s recruited and trained by the Anti-Bioterrorism
Centre and is sent on a secret mission to bring in the
infector, even if this requires getting very close to him.
She soon realises the man she is hunting down may not
be the cold-blooded killer she’s been warned of, and
her growing feelings for him may begin to affect her
judgement.
Katelyn is thrown into a race against time as she discovers
a labyrinthine medical world and glimpses a possibly
apocalyptic future for humanity.

This novel is more scientific fiction than science fiction.
Both entertaining and a mine of information, it is also a cry
of alarm about the growing human resistance to antibiotics.

100,000 words
Full manuscript available in English

A ll rights available

Thierry Crouzet, born in 1963, is the author of several
essays published by Fayard and also wrote Clean Hands
Save Lives, a riveting account, translated into 15 languages,
of how hand hygiene can and does save countless lives.
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Thriller

‘Johana Gustawsson has
taken the thriller into a new
dimension. Her subtle and
surprising novels are the
fruit of an immense talent.’
Karen Sullivan, Orenda Books

F
SF
P

Mör

T

Johana Gustawsson

WF

Torvsjön, 16 July 2015. The dismembered body of a
woman, minus several pounds of flesh, is found on the
shores of a Swedish lake.

YA
MG
NF

• A grisly new challenge
for our favourite duo of
female investigators!
• A sombre and blood-soaked
thriller that echoes with the ghosts
of late 19th-century London
• A female-driven novel in which
all women, from the angel to
the devil, face adversity
• Brisk and brilliant narration
that turns on a series of
breath-taking twists

‘ An audacious
writer, brimming
with talent.’
R.J. Ellory
75,000 words
Full manuscript soon
available in English
rights sold

UK

Orenda Books

London, the next morning. The profiler Emily Roy is
called to a crime scene. The actress Julianne Bell has been
abducted and her shoes have been found nearby, neatly
wrapped in a freezer bag.
These two crimes bear all the hallmarks of Richard
Hemfield, the “Terror of Tower Hamlets”. But for the
past decade he has been in the high-security Broadmoor
psychiatric hospital, serving a life sentence for the murder
of six women and of the partner of French writer Alexis
Castells. So how could he possibly be linked to these
latest crimes?
Emily and Alexis team up to track down a voracious and
terrifying killer, plunging into the labyrinth of a perverse mind
that harks back to the ill-famed streets of Victorian London.

Johana Gustawsson was born in Marseille in southern
France and now lives in London with her husband and
son. Block 46, her first novel, was a rapid success and has
been translated into several languages. Johana combines
passion for history with fascination for the complexity of
family ties. She delves into the roots of evil to explore it
in all its ramifications.
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F

Pigalle, the famed bohemian
district of Paris, and the
perfect setting for a crime

SF
P

Unwanted

T

(Les Encombrants)

WF

Jeanne Faivre d’Arcier
This is the Pigalle of legend, a disappeared Paris peopled
by artists, bourgeois, lowlife, and whores.

YA
MG

• A n immersive crime novel set in the
colourful Paris district of Pigalle,
teeming with endearing characters

NF

• A turbulent and deliciously
exuberant police investigation
• A writing style that is flowing,
precise, and very cinematic

One morning as he sets out to buy his daily croissant,
old Antoine spots a set of drawers dumped on the
sidewalk. In one drawer is a tiny baby. Immediately the
entire neighborhood swings into action to look after the
abandoned girl, whom they name Cerise, and to save her
from a grim future in an orphanage. The child is secretly
passed from neighbor to neighbor, always managing to
stay one step ahead of the local cops.
The police explore various theories as to how the girl
ended up in the drawer. A kidnapping? Nasty parents who
dumped their newborn? Was a network of pedophiles
behind it? Or something even more sinister? For Pigalle
has always been the scene of the most heinous of crimes.
Whatever the truth, Cerise brings seemingly endless
problems to the entire neighborhood. And, somewhere in
the city, a distressed young woman is looking for her baby…

50,000 words

A ll rights available

Jeanne Faivre d’Arcier lives in the Pigalle district of Paris
and is the author of a dozen crime and fantasy novels for
both adults and younger readers. She has won the Grand
Prix de l’Imaginaire.
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F

‘A sombre novel about the
horrific destiny of a girl adrift.’
Direct Matin newspaper

SF
P

Bag

T

(Un sac)

WF

Solène Bakowski

YA
MG
NF

• A dark tale of madness, entwining
violence and tenderness
• The first edition of this debut
novel was a hit with tens of
thousands of online readers
• A unique style, subtle and strong

One dark Paris night a young woman waits at the
Panthéon monument, gripping a bag in her hand. She
is Anna-Marie Caravelle, the dreaded redhead, the
degenerate, the freak.
When, twenty-four years earlier, Monique Bonneuil
secretly took her in, she could not have imagined she was
sheltering a monster. A monster she was creating. For the
girl, driven by her demons, haunted by her history, began
to kill. Just a little, at first, and then a lot.
This is the story of Anna-Marie Caravelle. What is she
doing there, on her knees in the middle of Paris that
night? And what is in that bag that she presses to her
chest as though her life depended on it?

‘Visceral. Like the
stab of a knife.’
Les lectures de
Bibliophile

50,000 words

A ll rights available

Solène Bakowski was born in Paris in 1981. Before
publishing her first novel, Parfois on tombe (Sometimes
You Fall, awarded the Prix de la Chapelle-Montreuil), she
divided her time between France and China. Her crime
fiction depicts disturbing, hidden realities, and puts on
display the monsters of modern life.
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F

Brokeback Mountain in
Nazi-occupied France,
between a Resistance
fighter and an SS officer

SF
P

The Shadow of our Secrets

T

(À l’ombre de nos secrets)

WF

Lily Haime

YA

Vermont, US: Julien, in his nineties and aware he is in the
twilight of his life, decides to finally share his past with
his family.

MG
NF

• A tale of forbidden love between
two men who should be sworn
enemies, and of the triumph
of love over barbarity
• A well-researched World War II
novel, and a homage to the French
Resistance and to all those
who rise up against injustice
• A subtle mélange of gay
romance and historical fiction

Bordeaux region, France, 1941: Nineteen-year-old Julien
lives on the family farm which the occupying Germans
use to lodge officers. He and his friends start helping local
families fallen on hard times due to the war, and he slowly
gets more and more involved with the Resistance, despite
the fact that the enemy sleeps under his very own roof.
But the enemy has many faces, including that of Engel,
who has just arrived at the farm and who awakens
troubling emotions in Julien, emotions which he thought
had been repressed. The young German officer is not like
the other soldiers and refuses to make excuses for the
atrocities they commit. He soon unites with Julien both
in the struggle against tyranny and in love.
Despite the obstacles the couple face in an era which
regards them as an abomination, they battle valiantly to
prove that love is stronger than borders or prejudice.

160,000 words

A ll rights available

Lily Haime lives in the French island of New Caledonia
in the Pacific Ocean. She likes walking barefoot, bumping
into the little old man who feeds the seagulls in Nouméa,
the local capital, and, of course, she loves writing novels
that bring joy to her many readers.
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F

Working for a major European
luxury cosmetics brand: the
height of glamour? Maybe not...

SF
P

Milan Blush

T

(Coup de blush à Milan)

WF

Marion Olharan

YA
MG
NF

• The dark underside of the
beauty business, depicted with
delightful humour similar to
that of The Devil Wears Prada
• Romance and escapism with
Milan, Paris and Italy’s dramatic
Cinque Terre coast as a backdrop
• A story about the vicious
competition women often
face in the workplace

75,000 words

A ll rights available

Lisa is a 28-year-old Frenchwoman working in Milan for a
luxury cosmetics brand. She’s totally devoted to her career and
throws herself into developing a new range of beauty products.
She’s devastated when the promotion she so dearly wants
goes to a rival, Gabriele Dante Visconti. Gabriele may have
the name of an angel, but he also has the temperament of
a demon. Lisa is still reeling from bitter disappointment
when she learns her father has died. She travels back to
Paris for his funeral. While there she gets back together
with her first love, Clément. When she returns to Milan
she’s determined to take revenge on her rival. No more
nice Signorina Lisa!
But she’s bewildered to find that Gabriele has completely
changed, and is now all smiles and ever so helpful. Lisa
however sees this as a trick to yet again steal the show
from her. Blinded by ambition and determined to let noone stand in her way, she must decide if advancing her
career is worth missing out on the love of her life.

Marion Olharan is a former employee of L’Oréal.
When she is not staying up all night writing, she likes
to mix business (earning a living) with pleasure (online
shopping) and even finds time for hobbies such as dance
classes, reading, and observing, with varying degrees of
discretion, her fellow men and women. Milan Blush is her
first novel.
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F

The tumultuous life of a
male geisha in 18 th -century Japan

SF
P

Otoko Geisha

T

Eva Justine

WF
YA
MG
NF

• Total immersion in the
extraordinary world of
Japanese feudal lords, depicted
with great authenticity
• The tale of a young man seeking
his destiny and his place in society
• A n original M/M romance
novel, exotic and sensual

100,000 words

A ll rights available

Mikio is a male geisha brought up in a pleasure house where
he masters the arts of calligraphy, song and conversation.
Determined to rise up through the ranks of Japanese society,
he must first secure a position with an aristocratic family.
He unquestioningly submits himself to all the demands, even
the most base, of the handsome Lord Akana Fujiwara no
Akimitsu. Between games of dominance and submission, he
comes to love his strange master. But for the lord there is never
any doubt that the preservation of his dynasty comes before all
else, even love. And when Mikio meets Kaori, the lord’s younger
brother, he is once again thrown into emotional turmoil.
Against the backdrop of the sumptuous lifestyle of
18th-century Japanese aristocrats, the delights of a visit to the
imperial palace, and the ravages of an earthquake, Mikio faces
with honour all the challenges thrown at him on the long and
sometimes perilous road to happiness.

Eva Justine lives in southwestern France. A former
painter fascinated by romantic novels, she gives free rein
to her imagination and takes great pleasure in creating
moving stories with exotic backdrops.
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And the Devil created hell.
Well, he created hell for others...

SF
P

Satan is Just Another Man

T

(Satan est un homme comme les autres)

WF

Céline Mancellon

YA
• Hilarious contemporary comedy
MG

• A feel-good page-turner love story

NF

• The interesting perspective of a
complex male character hiding his
wounds behind a sarcastic facade

Adrian Sheffield is a virtuoso pianist considered a genius by
many. Alas he is also a young man with quite a nasty character,
whose biting and decidedly off-color sense of humour
eventually leads to him getting fewer and fewer invitations to
play concerts.
One day he receives a threatening letter and his agent decides
to hire a bodyguard to protect him, while also using the
opportunity to put his client back in the media spotlight.
The bodyguard is an enthusiastic and very professional young
woman called Yola. But Adrien, annoyed because he sees
women as unfit to do such work properly, decides to make
Yola’s life hell.
As this odd couple slowly get to know each other, the obnoxious
mask the pianist presents to the world slowly comes off and a
much more appealing character emerges.

100,000 words

A ll rights available

Céline Mancellon was born in 1977 and is a mother of
four. A prolific writer, she explores nearly every genre,
from chick-lit to dystopia to thrillers. She is the author of
the bestselling New Adult novel Bad Romance.
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There’s no smoke without fire…

SF
P

Elementary

T

(Les Élémentaires)

WF

Nadia Coste

YA
MG
NF

• A gripping pace, a fully constructed
universe and loveable characters
• Offbeat fantasy served with
large helpings of humour, for
fans of The Edge Chronicles
and Terry Pratchett
• A coming-of-age tale replete
with rites of passage which will
echo with many teenagers

Cassandra is the young daughter of a duke in a faraway
kingdom. Since birth she has suffered from a mysterious
affliction: whenever she has an emotion that is too intense,
fire bursts forth from her skin and scorches everything she
touches, including her mother or her own hair!
She’s obliged to spend almost every day immersed in
water to avoid burning things or hurting people, which
is really not much fun for a young girl. So she’s delighted
when one day her uncle comes up with what looks like
a miracle solution for her predicament. But in order to
benefit from the cure, she must first travel to the far end
of the kingdom.
Cassandra sets off on a strange and perilous voyage, her
body in a large tub of water, escorted by two young and
rather incompetent knights who will have to protect her
from terrifying snake-monkeys and ghastly bandits.

93,000 words

A ll rights available

Nadia Coste was born in 1970 near Lyon. She is the
author of twenty novels, including the fantasy series
Les Feydelins (The Feydelins) and Ascenseur pour le futur
(Elevator to the Future), the books which first brought her
to the attention of a wider public. Her children’s fiction
books have won several prizes and have been nominated
for many more.
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F

Imagine the TV show Charmed set
in a French seaside village…

SF
P

The Raeven Heiress

T

(L’Héritière des Raeven)

WF

Méropée Malo

YA
MG
NF

• A world of magic, a resourceful
young witch, curses and
mythical creatures!
• A tale of forbidden love between
scions of feuding families,
à la Romeo and Juliet
• A successful renewal of the
witch family genre set against
a contemporary backdrop

Book 1 A
 Witch Who Didn’t
Want To Be A Witch
Book 2 A
 Witch in her Time
Book 3 A Witch at any Cost
(forthcoming in May 2017)
120,000 words per book

A ll rights available

Assia, nineteen years old and her high school diploma
in hand, heads for home after too many years spent in a
boarding school. Alas, she learns that her mother and her
aunt have been killed in a car accident.
Now all alone in the world, she discovers she is the heiress
of a long line of witches. She must learn to master her
magic powers with only an ancient book of spells as her
guide, a book which is strangely reluctant to give up its
secrets… But Assia is determined to overcome all obstacles
and find out the truth behind the death of her loved ones.
She meets Alec, a young real estate agent with deep blue
eyes and disarming charm who also happens to be the
heir of a rival family. The situation becomes ever more
complicated as the little town of Ysmans, without Assia’s
family to watch over it, suddenly becomes the target of a
series of curses. It is time for the young witch to let loose
with her newfound magic powers!

Méropée Malo’s childhood dream was to be a hunter of
unicorns and a professional chocolate cake taster. Life stepped
in and she became… a civil servant. She has taken inspiration
from Greek mythology, young adult literature, and TV series
to create her first work, The Raeven Heiress trilogy.
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